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webinar recording
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/4360592061647812108

Books by Tim J. Myers
Yao Bai and the Egg Pirates
Bashō and the River Stones
The Outfoxed Fox: Based on a Japanese Kyōgen
Bashō and the Fox
The Furry-Legged Teapot

Haiku Foundation lesson plans for K through adult
https://thehaikufoundation.org/learn/the-haiku-foundation-education-wall/

This website was recommended by one participant
http://www.graceguts.com/home

Write Like Issa by David Lanoue – a book for older teens through adults, but exercises can easily be adapted for children.

Haiku: A Poet’s Guide by Lee Gurga is the book most recommended for beginning haiku writers.

Bashō’s haiku organized by geographic reference (Japanese only)
http://www2.yamanashi-ken.ac.jp/~itoyo/basho/haikusyu/index_regional.htm
The example in Tim’s webinar:
In Kyoto,
Hearing the cuckoo,
I long for Kyoto

Kyō ni temo
Kyō natsukashiya
Hototogisu
(http://www2.yamanashi-ken.ac.jp/~itoyo/basho/haikusyu/kyo.htm)

“Diagram of a Snore” illustration by Bashō